REVISED REPORT

Nelson was an expert in the field of Magnetism and was well known for his work on the subject. His lectures were always well attended and his reputation was high in the scientific community.

The lecture focused on the properties of magnets and the principles of magnetic attraction and repulsion. Nelson explained the basic concepts of magnetic field and the behavior of magnetic materials. He also discussed the applications of magnetism in various fields such as engineering, geology, and medicine.

The audience was attentive and engaged throughout the lecture, asking questions and participating in discussions. Nelson's clear and concise explanations made the complex topic of magnetism accessible to all.

In conclusion, the lecture on Magnetism was a great success and provided valuable insights into the field. Nelson's expertise and passion for the subject were evident, and the audience learned a great deal from his presentation.
BUILDING A COMPETENCE is easier, when one fully understands how and uses Our Check Account Plan for conserving one's income. The testiness man uses this Plan because it is the easy way, the safe way. He recognizes its value in relation to the Law of Accumulation. He will start this Plan working for you by depositing your earnings with us and paying your bills by check. No charge for bookkeeping, safe-guarding your money, checking or pass book. Every cent of your deposit will be here and subject to your order at any time. The First National Bank of Princeton, N. J. Opposite the Hotel, 10 yrs. Ad.

proposed, because, fromnow, great young men under twenty-one years of age wish to indulge their tastes for intoxicants.

The Dean has no power either to interpret the law or to discriminate in its application, and proposals that he so act are among the most precarious possible. On the other hand, his moral obligation is of the most pressing sort, and if he be true that

The law has been involved not through any partial love of New Jersey justice, but to serve the Colle-

dge" the Dean has been working from false motives and it is most seriously at fault. The undergraduates of the great American universities are expected to be the future leaders of the nation. When such future leaders not only tacitly accept the law that can be disregarded, but deliberately propose that it be disregarded, it would be that the phrase "future welfare of the Republic" is a misnomer.

ANOTHER SENIOR —

Is it queer how the good citizens sometimes keep in the background. There is just a bare possibility that this law was on the statute when Mr. Wilson was a resident of Princeton. Still times are changing and the citizen of the future must certainly uphold the law. There is nothing like rushing in at once. Let's have a couple of preceptors stationed at the head of Prospect Ave. to see that no one rides bicycles on the pavement; a couple of official university inspectors on Nassau Street, to see that no tobacco-emitting undergraduates spoil the beauties of the sidewalk; a real live detective to find what funds under the shill smoke cigarettes, with enough compassion to trace a commonplace butt to the very drug store where it was sold. The law must be obeyed. And then the writer of the composition points out why not have a Faculty Committee appointed to investigate cases of arum and bigamy —you never can tell if those young College men may do.

Yale Debated in Debate Syracuse debated Yale in a recent debate on the question: "Resolved, That the State should pay the minimum wage of eight dollars per week for women and six dollars per week for children; if it be agreed that these amounts are necessary for a fair standard of life."  

Walker-Gordon Milk

Free deliveries in Princeton, New York. They are invited to visit the producing plant on the Princeton and Cranbury road; a mile walk from the campus.
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IF YOU GO EARLY LEAVE YOUR ADDRESS AND HAVE THE TRIANGLE SCORE MAILED TO YOU THE PRINCETON UNIVERSITY STORE

FOR CHRISTMAS — What to get and Where

Here's a Holiday Gift-directory for people Person Per-

plexed. A brief and convenient compilation of servicable and sensible presents. All from a Man's Shop-fixings for those near and dear—the gift-problem is solved without any worry.

Popular Presents to Please Particular People

Traveling Bags

Collar Bags

Toilet Cases

Pocket Books

Jewelry Cases

Bridge Sets

Walters

Desk Clocks

Tie Cases

Library Sets

Soft Cases

Silver Drinking Cups

Cigar Cases

Whisky Flasks

Poker Sets

Ash Trays

Tie Racks

Bill Folks

House Coats

Dressing Gowns

Safety Razor Sets

PRINCETON CHINA: This famous and artistic line of beautiful pieces offers something in the gifle line that is obtainable somewhere else—just the thing to make "back home" with you. Other suggestions adynt, in which the quality will make for a long and cherished remembrance.

THE GULICK COMPANY - Upper Pyne Building

Why Don't You Rent A Remington Typewriter?

Our Special Rental Rate to University Students is one which ought to interest you. We will rent yo a rebuilt latest visible Remington 2 months for $5

Then at the end of the two months, if you want to keep the machine on a new one, we will give you $2 credit on your new machine. Every student needs a typewriter for his own work. And if you wish to do work for others, remember that a Remington Typewriter is the best source of income a student can have.

Our special students' rental offer gives you a splendid chance.

Send us the $5 and we will send the rental machine

Remington Typewriter Company

47 West State Street
Trenton, N. J.

C. S. DEAN, Local Agent Princeton, N. J.
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